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Abstract

Response selection is the task of choosing a correct response
from a set of candidates. Predicting the next utterance is im-
portant in a dialog system since it helps the conversational
agents converse consistently with humans. We propose an
end-to-end response selection model for one of the tasks in
the seventh Dialog System Technology Challenges (DSTC 7).
The proposed model is based on word-level ESIM (Enhanced
Sequential Inference Model) augmented with utterance-level
attention. In the dialog system, it is important to consider
utterance-level representation in addition to word-level rep-
resentation. Utilizing utterance-level attention, utterance em-
beddings are constructed using sentence embeddings, utter-
ance positional information, and user representations. Then
we use an attention mechanism to find the most relevant ut-
terances among many response candidates. Quantitative eval-
uation results for the tasks show that the proposed model out-
performs the existing baselines.

Introduction
In a dialog system, selecting the next utterance is the task of
predicting a correct response among the given candidates.
Human-computer conversation systems aim to answer with
the accurate response and to lead the dialog coherently and
naturally (Lowe et al. 2017). Especially, in a retrieval-based
dialog system, the most suitable response is retrieved from a
large repository of conversation corpus (Ji, Lu, and Li 2014).
Response selection is considered to be a crucial task for
building conversational agents that are capable of choosing
a correct response.

In Table 1, we show an example of the task of response se-
lection in a dialog system. A student is asking advice from a
course advisor about courses in computer science and game
design. The advisor should recommend the courses related
to computer science and game design for the next utterance.
As shown in Table 1, utterances near the end of the dialog
tend to have more relevant information in selecting the cor-
rect response. Based on this observation, we find that it is
necessary to consider both the order of utterances and the
words which are relevant to potential answers when select-
ing the best response.
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Utterances
student Hello!
advisor Hi!

student
I’m trying to decide what classes to take for
the next semester.

student Any suggestions?
advisor Give me a minute to look at your transcript.
advisor Can you tell me about your preferences?

student
Of course! I am curious about computer
science and video game design. Those are the
subjects I always have been interested in.

Options for next
1. Yes, you can veiw it at EECS 280.
2. EECS 280 is a prerequisite for most of the computer
science classes, which includes game design.
...
100. I recommend EECS183.

Table 1: An example of response selection in a dialog system

In this paper, we apply (Dong and Huang 2018)’s ap-
proach which utilizes the ESIM model to construct word-
level representations. Enhanced Sequential Inference Model
(ESIM) showed significant improvement of performance in
the Natural Language Inference (NLI) task (Chen et al.
2017). Utilizing word-level representation with ESIM cap-
tures meaningful words and information from a dialog con-
text, which are important when selecting a proper response.
We also use utterance-level embeddings, which are formed
with several features. First, we concatenate the average of
word embeddings and sequence representations produced
by the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) to make sentence em-
beddings. Positional embeddings and user one-hot encoding
vectors are also constructed as other features. These three
embeddings are concatenated to form utterance embeddings,
and an attention mechanism is utilized to find the appropri-
ate response to the utterances. Using word-level ESIM and
utterance-level attention to choose a proper response, we
obtain significant improvement in terms of Recall@1 and
MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank).

In the next section, we describe the background of the re-



sponse selection task and our main approach by each model
component. Then, we show the training details and evalua-
tion results for each task.

Background
Related Work
In the task of response selection, a dual encoder with Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based model has been com-
monly used for the response selection task. In this approach,
sequence representations of a dialog context and response
candidates are constructed using an LSTM. They are used
to select a correct answer from the given candidates (Lowe
et al. 2015). The other approach is the ESIM (Enhanced Se-
quential Inference Model) based response selection model
(Dong and Huang 2018). In the ESIM based model, Dong
and Huang (2018) proposed a way to represent the inter-
action of dialog contexts and response candidates using an
attention mechanism, and the results showed significant im-
provement in performance compared to previous baselines.
However, these methods only used word-level LSTM se-
quence representations which cannot fully represent the en-
tire dialog context. Specifically, the context information may
be lost if the length of a dialog becomes longer. Although
semantic information of a sentence can be well-represented
with word sequential representation, sentence embeddings
are more helpful for expressing long text information, such
as paragraph and document (Pagliardini, Gupta, and Jaggi
2018). The multi-view response selection model (Zhou et
al. 2016) utilizes utterance-level sequence representations
for response selection. However, Zhou et al. (2016)’s model
is unable to capture words relevant to each sentence, miss-
ing the relations between dialog context and response can-
didates. In our proposed model, we focus on the importance
of considering the relations between dialog context and re-
sponse candidates using both word-level and utterance-level
sequence representation.

Task Description
Sentence selection track of the seventh Dialog System Tech-
nology Challenges (DSTC7)1 is the task of finding the next
correct response among a set of candidates in the dialog sys-
tem (Yoshino et al. 2018). Two datasets are given for this
track. Both sets are multi-turn dialog between two partici-
pants, one being a new version of the Ubuntu IRC (Internet
Relay Chat) Dialog Corpus (Kummerfeld et al. 2018) and
the other being the Course Advising dataset. The task con-
sists of several subtasks, and all of them are related to select-
ing the next utterance among the response candidates. We
focus on task 1 and task 4 in this paper, and the respective
descriptions are as follows.
• Task 1: There is one correct answer to select from a set

of candidates (out of 100 candidates).
• Task 4: This task is similar to task 1 in terms of choos-

ing the next utterance among the response candidates.
However, a set of candidates may not include a proper
answer (out of 100 candidates).

1http://workshop.colips.org/dstc7/

Our Approach
Enhanced sequential representation augmented with
utterance-level attention is our overall approach. Figure
1 shows an overview of our model. We first extend the
ESIM model which shows good performance on the Natural
Language Inference (NLI) task (Chen et al. 2017). Also,
we use utterance embeddings, which are constructed using
several utterance features and an attention mechanism to
select the most likely response from the candidates.

Dual Encoder
We create a dual encoder to represent dialog context and
response candidates. Similar to the dual encoder with LSTM
model (Lowe et al. 2015), we use gated recurrent unit (GRU)
(Cho et al. 2014) to make sequence features for context and
responses. The word embeddings of dialog contexts C =
{c1, c2, ..., cp} and response candidates R = {rk1 , rk2 ..., rkq }
, where ` is the number of candidates and k is a value in the
range (1 ≤ k ≤ `), are fed into bidirectional GRU. Forward
and backward hidden states, where w = {c, rk}, are defined
by

−→
h w

t = GRU(
−→
h w

t−1, wt) (1a)
←−
h w

t = GRU(
←−
h w

t+1, wt) (1b)

Sequence representation hw
t is produced by concatenating

forward and backward hidden states.

hw
t = [

−→
h w

t ;
←−
h w

t ] (1c)

Attention Layer
We apply dot attention to focus on the words that are relevant
to the dialog context or response candidates. Attention score
matrix of dialog context and response candidates, which is
defined as E ∈ Rp×q×`, is calculated by GRU hidden states
of dialog context and response candidates:

ekij = (hc
i )

Thrk

j (2)

ek represents attention weights between the context and
kth response candidate, and it can be expressed as E =[
e1, e2, ..., e`

]
. An attention mechanism is applied to cap-

ture relevant words from each dialog and response:

c̃ki =

q∑
j=1

exp(ekij)∑q
s=1 exp(ekis)

hrk

j (3a)

r̃kj =

p∑
i=1

exp(ekij)∑p
s=1 exp(eksj)

hc
i (3b)

For the attended dialog context, each c̃ki is represented by
the words in the response sentence that are related to dia-
log context representation, hc

i . As with the attended dialog
context, the attended response is formed similarly.

We redefine hidden states of dialog context and response
candidates as

c̄i = hc
i , r̄j

k = hrk

j (4)



Figure 1: Model overview of enhanced sequential representation augmented with utterance-level attention for response selection

then, we obtain tuples
(
c̄i , c̃

k
i

)
and

(
r̄j

k , r̃kj
)
. As in the

previous work (Chen et al. 2017), we calculate the differ-
ence and element-wise multiplication of above tuples to en-
hance the interaction between sequence representation and
attended representation. Then we concatenate all the vectors,
mk

c and mk
r , is a column vector of mc and mr, respectively:

mk
c =

[
c̄ ; c̃k; c̄ − c̃k; c̄ � c̃k

]
(5a)

mk
r =

[
r̄k; r̃k; r̄k − r̃k; r̄k � r̃k

]
(5b)

Aggregation Layer
We use the bidirectional gated recurrent unit to aggregate
the matching information which helps the model capture re-
lationships between dialog context and responses. The ag-
gregation of context representation mk

c is as follows.
−→v k

c,t = GRU(−→v k
c,t−1 ,m

k
c,t) (6a)

←−v k
c,t = GRU(←−v k

c,t+1 ,m
k
c,t) (6b)

vkc,t = [−→v k
c,t ;←−v k

c,t] (6c)

We obtain vkr,t, for the aggregation of response representa-
tion mk

r .

Pooling Layer
We first use max pooling from the aggregation layer outputs.
Then we concatenate the max pooling value with the final

hidden states of each aggregation layer following the method
of Dong and Huang (2018).

vkc,max =
p

max
i=1

vkc,i (7a)

vkr,max =
q

max
j=1

vkr,j (7b)

vk =
[
vkc,max ; vkr,max ; vkc, p ; vkr, q

]
(7c)

Utterance-level Attention Layer
In the case of the model proposed by Dong and Huang
(2018), dialog representation is constructed only at the word
level. Even though it appends eos and eot tags to
the end of each utterance and turn, dialog information can
be lost if the length of the dialog utterance or the number
of turns increases. Therefore, utterance-level representation
is needed to ensure that no dialog context information gets
lost. We design utterance embeddings to represent dialog
utterances. Figure 2 shows how utterance embeddings are
generated with several features, such as sentence sequence
representation, utterance order, and user information.

Sentence Embedding Sentence embeddings are con-
structed with two embeddings; an average of the word
embeddings in the utterance and the bidirectional gated
recurrent unit sequence representations. Sentence embed-
dings are concatenated vectors consisting of these two



Task Dataset
Ubuntu Advising

#dialogs #tokens #Avg. turns
per dialog #dialogs #tokens #Avg. turns

per dialog

Task 1
Training 100000 221112 5.490 100000 5302 6.985
Develop. 5000 117853 5.436 500 2433 7.234

Test1 1000 49788 5.588 500 2494 7.232
Test2 - - - 500 2332 7.166

Task4
Training 100000 220999 5.446 100000 5304 6.985
Develop. 5000 118229 5.431 500 2415 7.234

Test1 1000 49772 5.588 500 2466 7.232
Test2 - - - 500 2316 7.166

Table 2: Corpus statistics for each task

Figure 2: Process of generating utterance embeddings

embeddings.

Position Embedding Positional information in a dialog is
one of the most important factors to consider when selecting
the next utterance. In particular, the utterances close to the
end of the dialog are likely to be related to the response.
We follow the way to make position embeddings proposed
in the previous work (Vaswani et al. 2017) that help the
model to easily learn relative positions. From the previous
work (Vaswani et al. 2017), positional embeddings are
added to input embeddings, but we concatenate positional
embeddings with sentence embeddings.

User Embedding In a multi-turn dialog between two users,
each user has their own role and purpose in speaking. In
an Advising dataset, for instance, the advisor’s role is to
help students find appropriate courses. On the other hand,
the role of the student is to ask the advisors to obtain
precise information the student would need: preferred time,
class difficulty, and the contents of the course they want to
take. Therefore, a one-hot encoding (e.g. advisor : [1, 0],
student : [0, 1]) of each user is used as one of the utterance
features to encode user information.

Sentence, position, and user embeddings are concatenated
to form utterance embeddings. Each utterance embedding
that constitutes a dialog is fed into the gated recurrent unit to
construct the final dialog embeddings D. The bilinear atten-
tion function is utilized to match dialog and response candi-
dates. As with the utterance sentence embeddings, sentence

embeddings of the response candidates are produced simi-
larly, where R = {R1,R2, ...,R`}. The equations 8a and
8b show the process of calculating attention score.

sk = DTWRk (8a)

u atti =
exp(si)∑l

k=1 exp(sk)
Ri (8b)

Prediction Layer
Word-level representations vk and utterance-level represen-
tations u attk are concatenated to form joined vectors. Con-
catenated vectors are fed into a 1-layer feed-forward neural
network with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation. For the
final layer, the softmax function is used to select the correct
response. We use cross-entropy loss as the objective func-
tion to optimize our model.

Experiments
Datasets
We evaluated our model on two datasets2 released by DSTC
7 Sentence Selection track organizers. One is a new ver-
sion of the Ubuntu IRC (Internet Relay Chat) Dialog Cor-
pus (Kummerfeld et al. 2018) which is a large and domain-
specific dataset. It is a multi-turn conversation between two
users who are discussing how to troubleshoot the Ubuntu op-
erating system. The training, development, and test sets con-
sist of 100k, 5k, 1k dialog contexts, respectively. Each set in-
cludes 100 response candidates that contain the ground truth
response. The other dataset is Course Advising, in which ad-
visors help students to select suitable courses. Students ask
advice about classes curriculum, time, and difficulty to make
a decision about which courses they will take for the next
semester. While our Advising training set also uses 100k di-
alog contexts, each of the sets for the development and tests
contains only 500 dialog contexts compared to its Ubuntu
counterpart. In the case of the Advising data, an additional
test set is released since the first set has some relevance and
dependency on the training set. Corpus statistics of each data
and task are summarized in Table 2.

2https://ibm.github.io/dstc7-noesis/
public/datasets.html



Task 1 Ubuntu Advising

R@1 R@2 R@5 R@10 R@50 MRR R@1 R@2 R@5 R@10 R@50 MRR

(Lowe et al. 2015) 0.211 0.307 0.446 0.569 0.921 0.320 0.074 0.108 0.210 0.342 0.802 0.162
(Dong and Huang 2018) 0.367 0.452 0.558 0.651 0.917 0.465 0.086 0.156 0.256 0.376 0.834 0.187

ESIM + SE (GloVe) 0.377 0.460 0.568 0.657 0.929 0.473 0.098 0.160 0.294 0.430 0.834 0.204
ESIM + SE + PE + UE (GloVe) 0.384 0.464 0.575 0.662 0.921 0.480 0.112 0.166 0.298 0.438 0.859 0.214
ESIM + SE + PE + UE (ELMo) 0.406 0.493 0.606 0.691 0.928 0.505 0.106 0.160 0.306 0.460 0.858 0.213

(a) Model performance for task 1

Task 4 Ubuntu Advising

R@1 R@2 R@5 R@10 R@50 MRR R@1 R@2 R@5 R@10 R@50 MRR

(Lowe et al. 2015) 0.215 0.328 0.500 0.622 0.925 0.351 0.162 0.200 0.262 0.346 0.736 0.228
(Dong and Huang 2018) 0.378 0.507 0.634 0.717 0.931 0.500 0.156 0.242 0.400 0.546 0.888 0.278

ESIM + SE (GloVe) 0.386 0.512 0.636 0.722 0.939 0.507 0.170 0.278 0.406 0.536 0.894 0.293
ESIM + SE + PE + UE (GloVe) 0.394 0.515 0.651 0.728 0.941 0.512 0.190 0.272 0.424 0.578 0.908 0.311
ESIM + SE + PE + UE (ELMo) 0.417 0.542 0.662 0.735 0.938 0.533 0.186 0.266 0.386 0.498 0.854 0.291

(b) Model performance for task 4

Table 3: Model performance for each task evaluated on Ubuntu and Advising development sets. 1 in 100 Recall@k, where
k = (1, 2, 5, 10, 50), is denoted as R@k

Evaluation Metric
We follow the evaluation metric 1 in n Recall@k, which is
used in the previous work (Lowe et al. 2015). Each response
selection model predicts k most likely utterances from n re-
sponse candidates. If the ground truth is in the k selected re-
sponses, Recall@k becomes 1, otherwise 0. The final mean
value of Recall@k can be defined by 1

D
∑D

i=1 yi, where D
is the number of dialogs and y is binary value of Recall@k
. We also use another evaluation metric MRR (Mean Re-
ciprocal Rank) (Voorhees and others 1999), denoted as 1

D∑D
i=1

1
ranki

where rank is the rank of the ground truth re-
sponse among predicted responses for each dialog.

Negative Sampling
Each dialog context has 100 response candidates that con-
sist of 99 negative responses and 1 positive response. Train-
ing the model using all candidates takes a longer time and
even results in lower performance than when the number of
candidates is smaller. Therefore, we reduce the set of candi-
dates from 100 to 20, specifically, 19 negative responses and
1 positive response. The number of negative samples is de-
cided by several experiments, increasing the candidates by
5 from 10 to 30. We obtain the best performance when the
number of candidates is 20. Every epoch, we randomly se-
lect negative responses among all candidates because using
different negative samples shows better performance.

Training Details
The model is implemented using the Tensorflow (Abadi et
al. 2016) library. We experiment using either the pre-trained
ELMo embeddings (Peters et al. 2018) or 300-dimensional

pre-trained GloVe embeddings (Pennington, Socher, and
Manning 2014) as initial word embeddings. For ELMo, we
freeze the embeddings, for GloVe, they are fine-tuned dur-
ing the training. We apply output dropout (Gal and Ghahra-
mani 2016) with a dropout rate of 0.2, and we use the Adam
(Kingma and Ba 2014) optimizer with an initial learning rate
of 0.001. The number of hidden units of GRU is set to 128
and the batch size is set to 16. The same hyperparameters
are used for both the Ubuntu and Advising datasets.

For task 4, we add a 〈NONE〉 tag to a pool of candidates to
predict when the proper response does not exist in the pool.
Hence, the total number of candidates is 101, including orig-
inal candidates and the 〈NONE〉 tag.

Results
We conduct experiments on two tasks, task 1 and 4, with
Ubuntu and Advising development sets. Table 3a and 3b
show the experiment results for task 1 and 4 respectively. We
summarize the results using evaluation metrics Recall@k
where k = (1, 2, 5, 10, 50) and MRR (Mean Reciprocal
Rank).

Dual Encoder with LSTM (Lowe et al. 2015) and ESIM
(Dong and Huang 2018) models are used as baselines to
compare with our model.
• Dual Encoder with LSTM uses word-level LSTM se-

quence representations of dialog contexts and response
candidates.
• ESIM applies a context-aware and response-aware

attention mechanism to capture important words for
the dialog and response.



Task Dataset Submitted Results Improved Results

R@1 R@10 R@50 MRR R@1 R@10 R@50 MRR

Task 1
Ubuntu 0.471 0.700 0.926 0.5570 - - - -

Advising case1 0.122 0.474 0.868 0.2337 0.290 0.614 0.898 0.4019
Advising case2 0.064 0.398 0.800 0.1611 0.106 0.436 0.826 0.2071

Task4
Ubuntu 0.487 0.772 0.936 0.5932 - - - -

Advising case1 0.224 0.552 0.896 0.3276 0.340 0.782 0.974 0.4926
Advising case2 0.178 0.470 0.856 0.2703 0.196 0.544 0.898 0.3154

Table 4: The submitted results and post-submission results evaluated on Ubuntu and Adivising test sets

In the case of our approach, we experiment with chang-
ing the features used to form utterance embeddings. Both
models are based on word-level ESIM and utterance-level
attention.

• ESIM + SE : only sentence embeddings are used to
construct utterance embeddings.

• ESIM + SE + PE + UE : sentence, position, and
user embeddings are used to construct utterance
embeddings.

For the Ubuntu dataset, ESIM + SE + PE + UE with
ELMo embeddings shows the best performance on both
tasks, achieving a Recall@1 value of 0.406 and 0.417, re-
spectively. The model constructing utterance embeddings
from sentence, position, and user embeddings outperforms
the model using only sentence embeddings as utterance fea-
tures. Moreover, compared to the model using GloVe em-
beddings, it shows 2% higher performance. However, we
use GloVe embeddings for training the Advising dataset be-
cause it shows better performance in contrast to the Ubuntu
dataset.

In Table 4, we summarize the results of evaluating the
test dataset. In addition to the originally submitted results,
we also report significantly better post-submission results
on the Advising dataset (experimented after the submission
deadline). Unlike the Ubuntu dataset, the Advising dataset
had consecutive utterances grouped together. As a result, the
model seemed to have learned a way to exploit unhealthy
patterns between training examples, which lead to unstable
training and degenerate test results. Therefore, we shuffled
the entire data and retrained our model. As shown in Table 4,
we obtained significantly improved results on the Advising
test set for both tasks. In the case of the task 1, the results
of the Advising case 1 show that Recall@1 increased more
than twice from 0.122 to 0.29, and for the Advising case 2,
it also significantly increased from 0.064 to 0.106.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a system for end-to-end response
selection in a multi-turn dialog system. We attempted to
apply both word-level and utterance-level information with
sufficient supervision from responses to dialog contexts. By

representing utterances using several features, we obtained
results that outperform baselines. Although the performance
of other teams is higher than ours, we would like to mention
that our approach showed that utterance-level processing is
necessary and how we utilize utterance features has great
influence on selecting the proper response. For future work,
we will utilize external knowledge base for response selec-
tion, which was one of the tasks in the DSTC 7 Sentence
Selection track.
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